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SEMISIMPLE COMPLETELY DISTRIBUTIVE

LATTICES ARE BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS

M. S. LAMBROU

Abstract. Semisimple completely distributive lattices are Boolean algebras.

The purpose of this note is to prove the result of the title, where,

throughout, the term lattice will be taken to mean complete lattice with 0 and

1. If L is a lattice then a subset M of L is said to be a semi-ideal of L if for all

a E M and b E L such that b < a then b E M. An ideal M of L is a

semi-ideal with the property that if a, b E M then so does their span a V b. If

the intersection of all maximal (proper) ideals of L is 0, L is said to be

semisimple, and L is called completely distributive if for all a in L,

a = V C\{M: M is a semi-ideal and a < V M ),

where (~) denotes set theoretic intersection. This definition of completely

distributive lattice is not the original one [1], but was proved to be equivalent

to it by Raney [5]. For each element a of the complete lattice L we write

a_ = \/ [b E L:a< b).

It is shown in Longstaff [4] using Raney's characterisation that a necessary

and sufficient condition for a complete lattice to be completely distributive is

that for all a in L,

a = V {b E L:a <b_).

Examples of semisimple lattices are Boolean algebras. This follows from

the fact that an ideal M of L is maximal if and only if for each a in L, either

a or its Boolean algebra complement a', but not both, are in M (see [2, p. 71]).

An example of a completely distributive lattice is any complete atomic

Boolean algebra [1, p. 95]. It is a result of Tarski that a Boolean algebra is

completely distributive if and only if it is atomic [1, p. 95]. The theorem below

implies the following strengthening of Tarski's result: A complete lattice with

0 and 1 is an atomic Boolean algebra if and only if it is semisimple and

completely distributive.

Lemma. If L is a completely distributive lattice such that a /\a_ = 0 for all
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a in L with a_ ¥= 1, then L is a complete atomic Boolean algebra.

Proof. We first prove that a nonzero element a of L is an atom if and only

if a_ =£ 1. Indeed if a_ =£ 1 then for any b < a (where < is strict) we have

a ii b. Hence by the definition of a_, b < a_, therefore b < a /\a_ =0

and so b — 0. Conversely,

a jí b=¡> a /\b < a

and, hence, if a is an atom, a A b = 0. By complete distributivity

a A a_ = a A ( V [b E L\a < b))

= V [a A b\b E L, a < b) = V {0} = 0

and so a _ ^ 1.

From the above discussion we have, for all a in L,

a = \J [b E L\a < ¿>_}.

Notice that a £ b_ implies that, in particular, b_ ^ I, that is, 6 is an atom

and so this equality modifies to

a' = V {b E L\b is an atom contained in a),

which in turn implies the lattice is atomic.

For each c in L define

c' = V {b E L\b is an atom not contained in c}.

It is easy to check, using the complete distributivity assumption, that

c A C = 0 and c\J c' = 1, and so c' is a complement of c. By distributivity

of L c' is unique and so it is the Boolean algebra complement of c. This

completes the proof of the Lemma.

Theorem. A complete lattice with 0 and 1 is an atomic Boolean algebra if and

only if it is semisimple and completely distributive.

Proof. Let a complete lattice L be semisimple and completely distributive.

We first prove that for any maximal ideal M of L and any a E L such that

a__ =£ 1, we have a /\a_ EM. Indeed, if a G M then by definition of an

ideal, so is a A a_, so we can assume a £ M. If m is an arbitrary element of

M we cannot have a < m because then a would belong to M, hence a 6 m,

which implies m < a_. This last inequality is true for all m G M and, hence,

M C {c G L|c < a_).

The set on the right is trivially an ideal of L and as a_ =£ 1, it is proper. By

maximality of M we have

M = [c E L\c < a_).

Asa_ < a_ we get that a_ G M, which implies a /\a_ E M (an ideal) as

claimed.

The maximal ideal M was arbitrary, hence we conclude that if a_ ¥= 1,

a /\a_ is in the intersection of all maximal ideals of L. The semisimplicity of
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L now shows that a A a_ =0, and so from the Lemma, L is a complete

atomic Boolean algebra.

Conversely, if L is a complete atomic Boolean algebra then by Tarski's

theorem mentioned above it is completely distributive, and it is certainly

semisimple because all Boolean algebras are, completing the proof of the

theorem.

Remark. In the special case of lattices of subspaces of a Hubert space the

above theorem is a corollary of a characterization of complete atomic

Boolean algebras in terms of the algebra of all operators that leave the lattice

invariant (see [3]). The motivation for the present work was to establish the

same result in the context of general lattice theory and so independent of the

spatial properties of Hubert space.
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